**Wooden Bed Loft Assembly Instructions**

**Step 1** - Attach support beam and cross bars to wood ends using hardware. Insert metal stacking pins into wood ends.

**Step 2** - Align spring to desired slots in wood end. Repeat step on opposite wood end.

**Step 3** - With two or more people, grasp ends of upper unit and place onto lower unit fully seating metal pins into wood ends. Place mattress and safety rail on spring. Attach upper unit to lower unit using bracket hardware.

**Wooden Bed Bunk Assembly Instructions**

**Step 1** - Align support beam and spring to desired slots in wood end on lower unit. Repeat step on opposite wood end. Insert metal stacking pins into wood ends.

**Step 2** - Align support beam and spring to desired slots in wood end on upper unit. Repeat step on opposite wood end.

**Step 3** - With two or more people, grasp ends of upper unit and place onto lower unit fully seating metal pins into wood ends. Place mattresses and safety rail on unit. Store extra pieces under bunk. Attach upper unit to lower unit using bracket hardware.

**Wooden Bed Loft Removal Instructions**

**Step 1** - Remove mattress and safety rail from spring. Separate upper unit from lower unit using bracket hardware. With two or more people, grasp ends of upper unit and lift up to fully remove from connecting pins from lower bed ends. Place bed on floor.

**Step 2** - Remove metal stacking pins from wood ends. Remove support beam and cross bars from wood ends using hardware.

**Step 3** - Place mattress on spring. Store extra pieces, including metal stacking pins, under bed.